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Abstract: It is generally accepted that the potter's wheel was introduced to the

area of the Central Balkans by the Celts. The fact that fragments ol wheelthrown pottery (dating from the 6th to the 4th centuries B.C .) have been
found on some thirty Early Iron Age sites in the Central Balkans questions
this widely accepted premise. Bearing in mind that the use ol the wheel on the
territory of Paionia dominates pottery manufacture as early as the 6th century
B.C.. it is possible to suggest that the appearance ol such vessels in the area ol
the Central Balkans may not be accidental.

Until the present, the issue concerning the appearance of the
wheel in the Central Balkans has never been accorded much atten
tion. Once established, the theory about the potter’s wheel having
been introduced into the region by the Celts has survived to this day.1
This premise, based on the results of excavations in the Danube river
valley, has been automatically applied to the entire area of the Cen
tral Balkans. It thus came to be that all finds of gray wheel-thrown ce
ramics were ascribed to the Celts although such conclusion is not
self-imposing, especially in view of the fact that there are only four re
liably identified Celtic sites south of the Sava and the Danube: three
of them by the Danube and only one further south, by the Morava
(Gradac by Leskovac).2
Other finds of wheel-thrown ceramics dating from the Early
Iron Age have been regarded as Greek imports, without further justi1
2
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fication of the claim. Many researchers, faced with finds of wheel-thrown
ceramics in the Early Iron Age strata, were confused by its appearance
so that the relevant literature often contains only mentions of it without
detailed analysis.
The fact that more than 30 published or partly published Early
Iron Age sites dating from the 6th to the 4th centuries B.C. are known to
hold wheel-thrown pottery testifies to the importance of this phenome
non which is not to be easily disregarded (Map 1).
Besides, not only that the area of Paionia and Pelagonia - closely
connected with the Central Balkans, as evident from both ceramic and
metal finds of the period - is rich in wheel-thrown vessels, but this tech
nique indeed started dominating the production of ceramicware as early as
the 6th century B.C.
The sites in northern Macedonia which geographically belong to the
Central Balkans and which constituted, as it has already become certain, a
part of Paionia, are to be mentioned here in connection with the cultural
circle encompassing also the regions of eastern Kosovo and southern Ser
bia. The similarity of the material found at the sites of this circle and their
affiliation with the material from central and eastern Macedonia proves,
once again, the connection between Paionia and the Central Balkans.
Thereby, in turn, the questioning is justified of the thesis that the transfer
of such a significant technological discovery as the wheel, from Paionia to
the north, took as long as three centuries. Except for being wheel-thrown,
the pottery dominating this area of Paionia and Pelagonia during the 6th
century B.C. was also gray, which is yet another technological innovation
originating from the south, from Greece. Just like the wheel it reached
Paionia and Pelagonia through Aegean Macedonia.
During the Early Iron Age, as already mentioned, the regions of
northen Macedonia, southern Serbia and eastern Kosovo all belonged to the
same cultural circle. That area shares a great deal of cultural similarity with
the north-Paionian sites in the Bregalnica river valley, especially during the
period between the 8th and the 6th centuries B.C. That similarity is so obvi
ous that one may almost treat them as parts of a single complex. The situ
ation changes up to a point during the 6th century B.C. with a stronger
penetration of Hellenic influence from the south which spread through the
north-Paionian regions. This is not the case with the territories of eastern
Kosovo and southern Serbia. These, however, were never entirely left out
from the process of Iiellenization, wliich is confirmed by the material dating
from the 6th-4th centuries B.C. Wheel-thrown vessels are to be found on the
following sites: Belacevac, Ilisar and Gornje Gadimlje in the eastern parts of
Kosovo, and Donja Toponica, Krsevica and Oraovica in southern Serbia.
The settlement near Belacevac is known to have fragments of wheelthrown ceramics in its later strata.3 Most of them are gray and, as for their
forms, footed goblets and one urn could be recognized. They belong to
3
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the later phase in the life of this hillfort settlement, i.e. to the 6th cen
tury B.C. It should be noted that these vessels appear along with
hand-made pottery not any different from the one of the previous
phase. This would indieate that there were no population ehanges de
spite the evident difference intervening between the late and the early
horizons (a burnt-out layer and the building of the dry-stone walls)
which testifies to certain turbulent events followed by the exertion of
Greek influence, wheel-thrown ceramics having been one of its re
sults.4
The ceramics from Belaeevac find its closest analogies in the ce
ramics from the hillfort on Hisar. There we find fragments of wheelthrown vessels as well as of imported Greek ceramics.5 Such
cerainicwarc has also been found in the upper layers of two other sites
in Kosovo: Gornje Gadimlje and Ccrnica. Except for the information
that fragments of Saint Valentine vases were found on both sites,
there is no further data on them/’
On the territory of southern Serbia wheel-thrown pottery was
found at the sites of Donja Toponica, Oraovica and Krscvica.
On the necropolis of Donja Toponica such finds belong to the
graves of the later phase. The following was found:
- in grave 6, or beside it, a fragment of the belly of a Greek kylix
with the handle preserved (PI. 1,1);
- in grave 12, a handle of another kylix (or skyphos) (PI. I, 2);
- in grave 16. a fragment of the belly of a thin-walled vessel (PI.
I 3);
- in grave 19, a fragmented small bowl with a broadly open rim;
- in grave 20, a fragment of the belly and the bottom of a small
vessel.
V. Trbuhovie dates this necropolis into the times following the
Celtic campaign on Delphi,7 while other authors point out that the
necropolis must have been used in two phases, the first certainly be
longing to the Early Iron Age.5 The existing bibliography contains no
precise information about the more recent phase of this necropolis.
As far as the wheel-thrown pottery of this phase is concerned, the
author says that "as a rule" it is "the Greek import and only by rare ex
ception the gray Celtic ceramics". Future research will show whether
that ceramicware is indeed of Celtic origin or, as it happened many
times before, it was automatically ascribed to the Celts because of its
being wheel-thrown and gray coloured.
Oraoviea-Kacipup is a hillfort settlement in the vicinity of
Presevo. Chronologically, it has been placed in the period from the
close of the 7th and the beginning of the 6th century up to the end of
4
5
6

7
8

N. Djuric, 1970. 281-299.
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the 2nd and the beginning of the 1st eentury B.C. Stratigraphieally, it
has been divided into five horizons. The ratio of the wheel-thrown to
the hand-made pottery, within these five horizons, offers an extremely
interesting picture.
I-Iorizont

I

Potlers's wheel

Hand made

S

841

40,03%.

986

53.97%)

1827

462

62.69%,.

275
6.01%

37.31%

737

307

58.92%)

521

82.49%

794

99.76%

3345

II

56.14%

III

26%

IV

16.89%

V

0.97%

72.95%

V

823

4574

241
129
8

41.07%

i

6.71%
17.51%

655
14.32%)

0.24%

3337

Table 1. Statistic o f the pottery from Oraovica (after M. Vuktnanovic & I’.
Popovic)

As expected, the earliest horizon (V), contains a very low per
centage of wheel-thrown ceramics - a total of 0,24%. In horizon IV
the situation is entirely different - 17,51%. Fragments of an antique
5th-ecntury skyphos as well as two gray bowls with inward rims, simi
lar to the finds from Krsevica, all belong to this horizon. Horizon III
contains as much as 41,07%’ of wheel-thrown ceramics, and horizon II
- 62,69%. In terms of chronology, horizons IV-II are not clearly differ
entiated although they are quite definitely set apart from horizons V
and I. They are, therefore, dated into the period between the 5th and
the 2nd centuries B.C. It is interesting that the percentage of wheelthrown ceramics in horizon I, which clearly stands out as La Tenian,
decreases not only in comparison with the previous horizons, but the
hand-made ceramics appear to be more abundant again, as opposed
to the horizon II. Researchers tend to explain this phenomenon as the
result of the barbarization and impoverishment which came as a logi
cal consequence of Celtic conquests in the region.9 (PI. II).
It is charasteristie of the Plellenistic oppidum Krsevica near
Vranje that only one fourth of the total number of vessels is hand
made, which confirms high degree of Hellenization of this fort dating
from the 5th-4th centuries B.C.“’ (PI. Ill)
An even greater degree of Hellenization has been noted at the
sites of northern Macedonia. Imported Creek vessels appear in far
greater number, along with a greater number of locally produced
9
10

M. Vukmanovic, P.Popovic, 1982. 209.
1. Mikulcic, M. Jovanovic, 1968, 253-375.
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wheel-thrown gray vessels. At the same time, though, we still come
across the typical hand-made Iron Age pottery. As proven by finds of
eeramic refuse, deformed vessels and kiln bases, a workshop produc
ing copies of Greek painted vases existed at the site of Studenieani
(PI. IV,1). This site dates from the 5th-4th centuries B.C.U Such an
exceptional find has been noted neither in southern Paionia nor in
Pelagonia although these territories, being close to Greece, must have
been more Hellenized at the time.
Somewhat further north, in the area of western and southwest
ern Serbia, where the period is characterized by the finds of the Glasinac cultural complex, the wheel-thrown ceramics were found at five
sites - two of them on the Pester plateau: Melaje and Glogovik, two in
the vicinity of Novi Pazar: Gradina by Pazarište and Gradina on Poš
tenje, and one in Kosovo: Romaja. The westernmost site of this com
plex is the Bandera site close to Bela Crkva.
The site of Glogovik is known only by some fragments of var
nished vessels,12 while more precise information is available in the
case of Melaje and Gradina by Pazarište. Besides several fragments of
black-varnished vessels, a hemispherical goblet on a short, conical
foot with a thickened "T"-profiled rim has been found at the site of
Melaje.
Fragments of wheel-thrown vessels decorated with dcnsly dis
tributed lines of diluted and unevenly spread red-dark brown varnish
have been found at the site of Gradina by Pazarište. Proceeding from
their decoration, we may conclude that the vessels might have been
produced in the 7th or at the beginning of the 6th centuries B.C.13 At
the site of Gradina on Poštenje, among the Early Iron Age ceramics a
fragment of a Saint Valentine vase has been discovered, dated by M.
Parovie-Pcšikan into the last quarter of the 5th century B.C,14 The
Iron Age ceramics from this site having not been published yet (ex
cept for the mentioned fragment of the Saint Valentine vase) furhter
finds of less attractive wheel-thrown ceramics are to be expected.
At the site of Romaja (grave 1. tumulus I) there was a fragment
of a kylix of fine fabric, fired to a reddish dark brown colour (PI. IV.
2). Grave 5 held a fragmented spherical jug of fine fabric and reddish
surface (PI. IV,3). Grave 12 held a fragment of the belly with horizon
tal handle belonging to a wheel-thrown vessel (PI. IV, 4). All threevessels come from the second burial phase of the tumulus, i.e. from
the period of the 6th-5th centuries B.C, Most of the researches (N.
Djurić, J. Glišić and J. Todorović) consider them as Greek imports,
apparently because they lack evidence of them being local products

U
12
13
14
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rather than because they do have evidence of them actually being im
ported. ^
In Bela Crkva (grave 5, tumulus I) discovery was made of en
tirely crushed remains of a wheel-thrown thin-walled fine fabric ves
sel. Because of its poor state of preservation it could not be
reconstructed, but its plaster cast reveals the shape of a Greek
skyphos.16
The princely .tombs of southwestern Serbia are a separate and
specific phenomenon.
The princely tomb in Novi Bazar, dating from the close of the
6th and the beginning of the 5th centuries B.C., contained two im
ported Greek vessels - a black-figure olpe with the depiction of Dyonisus, and a black-figure kylix with the representation of a dog. There
were no other finds of wheel-thrown vessels, not even in fragments:
whether because there had never been any or because a part of the tu
mulus was destroyed when the Chureh of the Holy Apostles was being
built, it still remains a mystery.17
The situation is somewhat different in the ease of the prineely
tomb, tumulus II to be more preeise, in Atenica. There, among the
imported ceramics, discovery was made of a jug with a slanted cut rim,
as well as of several fragments of gray wheel-thrown ceramics which
could not be so assuredly identified as an import.18
Although the Greek origin of the imported ceramics from Novi
Bazar and Atenica is indisputable, not all the authors agree as to the
route by whieh these ceramics reached the Central Balkans. While
some believe that they arrived via southern Italy along with other lux
ury items found in prineely tombs,17 others allow for the possibility
that the Macedonian route was used.20
The same dating and the same dilemma concerning the routes
of import applies to the prineely tomb in Bilatoviei and its material (a
considerable amount of ceramic fragments of Greek origin). Unfortu
nately. the material from Bilatoviei has not been entirely published.
The situation with the material from Beeka Banja is similar. It is for
this reason that we lack both a complete picture of the phenomenon
of prineely tombs in our parts and an insight into the nature of the
material which they kept.21
In the Great Morava basin, wheel-thrown ceramics appear at
the sites of Sarina Medja and Crvcne Livade close to Jagodina, in the
village of Majur at the site of Obala, at the site of Stubline in Supska,
in Ljuljaci and at the sites of Zvczdana and Gaj-Novine by Bunar.
15
l(i
17
18
19

N. Ojuric. J , Glisic. .1. ToiloroviO 1975. 108.
M. Oarasanin, D. Garasamn, 1958,50.
i)j. Mann-Zisi, I.j. I’opovic. 1969. la, T. M l; R. Vasic. 1987. 644-640.
M. Diuknic. n. .lovamivic. 1906. 49-50. [’.XXVI; M. .Icvlic. 1988. 71; K. Vasic. 1987. 646.
A. l’alavcslra. 1984.
20 R.Vasic. 1987.645.648; M. l ’arovic-l’c-sikan. 1988.
21 A. Palavcslra, 1984. 59, 60.
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In the later horizon of the Sarina Medja site there were frag
ments of gray wheel-thrown ceramics which M. Stojic treats as
skyphos imitations,22 along with the find from Stubline by Supska.23
The author is convinced that these two finds, as well as those from the
sites of Zvezdana and Gaj-Novinc in Bunar, belong to the same hori
zon. In all of these eases we are dealing with locally manufactured ves
sels characterized by thin walls, fine fabric and gray colour.24
The third stratum of the Crvcne Livade site also held some frag
ments of thin-walled wheel-thrown vessels of gray or dark brown col
our. For reasons already mentioned, as in the case of the above
quoted finds, the author identifies them as parts of skyphos and ex
presses doubts as to their belonging to this layer. This reasoning is
based on the widely accepted premise that the local production on the
wheel began with the arrival of the Seordisei.25
The material found at the site of Obala near the village of Ma
jur is described by M. Jcvtie26 as "a few finds of ceramics which could
be dated into the Fairly Iron Age and were found beneath a layer con
taining gray wheel-thrown ceramics". More precise information about
the layers or the quantity of this pottery is published neither in this
book nor in the preliminary report by S. Vetnie.27
At Ljuljaci, within tumulus I, the discovery was made of a ce
ramic jug (one of the rare entirely preserved examples), along with
several fragments of wheel-thrown vessels. It is this jug, among other
finds, which helps dating this site into the end of the 6th and in the 5th
centuries B.C.28 (PI.1,4).
The northernmost site holding wheel-thrown ceramics is
Ruzenka, located to the south of Mihajlovac on the Danube. Several
larger fragments of wheel-thrown vessels of conical shape, having fine
fabric and light brown colour, were discovered in a pit.29 Further in
formation on the character of this find is not available in literature.
All the sites mentioned so far belong, either continuously or in
at least one phase of their existence, to the period between the 6th
and the 4th centuries B.C. These are the times when Celts were not
yet present in these regions and gray wheel-thrown pottery already
outnumbered hand-made products in the neighbouring territory of
Paionia. The Fairly Iron Age sites in the Central Balkans containing
wheel-thrown ceramics reveal an early Ilellcnization of the region at
the time, of which the obvious and indisputable finds of Greek im
ports are not the only proof. Indeed, for the insight into the phenome
non of I lellcnization the other group of wheel-thrown vessels may
M. Stojic. 1986, 82, T. 35/ 6,
M. Sloiic, 1986, 1.35/10.
M. Sloiic, 1986. 82.
M. Slope, 1986.80-82.
26 M .levlic, 1983, 15.
27 S. Vetnic 1967,43.
2,3 I). Srejovic, 1989/1990, 149, T. 1, 4.
2l) M. .Icvlic, l c)83. 12.
22

23
24
25
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appear to be far more significant: those whose quality excludes their
being defined as import, but which reveal the adoption of Greek influ
ence by the Paleo-Balkan tribes of the region in the sphere of every
day life. Bearing in mind the fact that the number is not negligible of
the sites in the Central Balkans holding wheel-thrown pottery which
cannot be reliably identified as imported, the near future may bring a
revised dating of the first local use of the wheel into the 5th century
B.C. at the latest. The discovery of a potter's workshop at Studenicani
seems to be an encouragement in that direction.
Translated by Jelena Erdeljaii

BPEMEHCKM OKBMPM IIPBE JIOKAJIHE ynOTPEE>E BMTJ1A
HA LfEHTPAJTHOM BAJ1KAHY
F c )n m e
npo6jieiuy nojace bhtji a Ha ueHTpajiHOM B;uiK;iHy a o caaa HHje noKJiaitaHa «etia
najKH>a. JeanoM nocTaBJbeHa Teopnja a a cy KejiTii a o n e a n iihtjio Ha one npocTope oncTajia je ciie a o aaHac. Ona TFtpanai, 3acHonaHa Ha ucrpaaaiBaHjH m a y noav'HaiubV, npeHouieHa je ayTOMaTCKii Ha aiiTan npocTop neH rpajnior E;uiKaHa. TaKo ce a o i o n u a o aa
cy cish Haaain cHBe KepaMHKe patieHe Ha iiHTJiy npnnnciiBaHn K e aniM a, ikiko to He
Mopa yneK 6 hth cjiywaj, noroTOBO Kaaa 3HaMO an noy3aaHO yTBpt)eHHX KenTCKiix j io t a JiHTeTa jyavHo o a CaBe u /tvHana rntia ne rupu h to tph 5 3 itvuaii, a caMo jeaaH jy>KHnje,
y3 MopaBy ( r p a a a u Koa JlecKOBua). OcTajin Hanaan KepaMHKe patjeHe Ha hhtjiv Koju
n p n n a a a jy cTapnjeM rnoaaeHOM ao6y nporaaniaiiaHH cy rpHKHM HMnopTOM, 6e3 aajbe
nponepe a a aH je TaKBa Tiipaita onpaBaaHa.
MnH>eHima a a ce 3 a npeKo ipHaeceT ny6jiHKOBaHHx Han aeaiiMHHHo nvbaiiKOna h h x aoKaaHTeTa cTapnjer rito3aeHor a o 6 a aaTnpaHnx oa VI a o IV B.c.e. 3Ha aa cy
iiMajm KepaM 11 Ky pat)eHy Ha BHTay ronopn o 036njbH0CTH one nojaue, Kojv He Tpe6a 3aHeMapHTH.
O c u m Tora, npocTop rteoHHje h rienaroHHje KojH je 6 ho TecHO noi)e3aH ca ueHTpaaHHM EaaKaHOM, luto ce BHan KaKo Ha KepaMhuh thko h Ha MeTaamiM Haaa3nMa
Tor BpeMeHa, He caMo a a hm a n o c y aa patjeHHx Ha BHTay, ne ti onaj HaHHH paaa aoM 11 h h pa y KepaMHHKoj npoayKUHjn Beti o a Vi B.c.e.
Haaa3HLUTa CTapnjer rB03aeHor a o 6 a ueHTpaaHor EaaKaHa Ha KojHMa h m a Kepa
MHKe patjeHe Ha BHTay noKa3yjy y KoaHKoj Mepn je oBaj npocTop xeaeHH3HpaH Beti y
obo BpeMe h to He caMo oHHraeaHHM h HeocnopHHM H.iaaaHMa rpHKor HMnopTa. 3a nojany xeaeHH3aunje, Moraa 6 h 6 hth m h oro 3HaHajHHja oHa a p y r a rp y n a Haaa3a Ha BHTJiy
pat)eHHX n o c y aa Koje ce CBojnm k BiuiHTeTOM He Mory CBpcTaTH y HMnopT, a Koje noKasyjy, j o m yBeK cTHaJbHBo npHXBaTaH>e rpHKHx yTHuaja y c<|)epH cnaKoaHeBHor aciiBOTa
npHnaaHHK.a muieo6ajiKaHCKHX nneMeHa ca obhx npocTopa. C o63HpoM a a 6poj noKaanTeTa ueHrp;uiHor EajiKaHa Koju HMajy KepaMHKy patjeHV Ha BHTay 3a Kojy ce He
i i o * e ca cHrypHouitiy petin a a je HMnopTOBaHa Huje 3aHeMapjbHB, Moace ce ohckii naTii y
cKopnjoj 6yaytiHocTH noMepaibe naTOBarta npne noKanHe npon3BoaH>e Ha BHTay, aKo He
npe, oho 6ap oa V n.c.e. H hhh ce a a Haaa3 rpHHapcKe paaHOHime H3 CTyaeHHHaHa
oxpa6pyje y tom npaBuy.
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PI. III, Krševica
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I

Chronology of the First Local Use of Potter’s Wheel

PI. IV, 1, Sludenicani; 2-4, Rornaja

http://www.balcanica.rs
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Map 1:1. Brazda, 2. Studeničani, 3. Skopje - Kale, 4. Govrlevo - Gradište, 5. Varvara Kale, 6. Sredni Nerczi, 7. Oraovica, 8. Krševita, 9. Donja Toponica, 10. Gornje Gadimlje,
11. Hisar, 12. Cernica, 13. Belaćevac, 14. Melaje, 15. Glogovik, 16. Novi Pazar - Petrova
crkva, 17. Poštenje - Gradina, I 8. Pazari.šte - Gradina, 19. Romaja, 20. Pecka Banja,
21. Pilatovići, 22. Atenica, 23. Bela Crkva, 24. Gaj-Novine, 25. Zvezdana - Bunar,
26. Ljuljaci, 27. Supska - Stubline, 28. Majur - Obala, 29. Crvene livade, 30. Sarina Međa,
3 1. Ruženka.

http://www.balcanica.rs

